SALESPERSON: Michael Finger

PURCHASE ORDER#: W105833

REFERENCE#: 10/29/14

BILL TO:
MEDICAL CENTER DEPARTMENT

SHIPPED TO:

ITEM NUMBER | DESCRIPTION                      | SHIPPED | B.O.'D | PRICE   | EXTENDED
--------------|----------------------------------|---------|--------|---------|---------
001 CS3945    | HP LASERJET P3015DN LASER MONO PRINTER | 1       | 0      | $559.95 | $559.95 |

University Account - $559.95
Account Distribution Summary:

SUBTOTAL: $559.95

SHIPPING: $0.00
HANDLING: $0.00
OTHER CHARGES: $0.00
TAX: $0.00

TOTAL: $559.95

- All product and pricing information is subject to change without notice or obligation.
- Certain products carry purchasing restrictions set by the manufacturer. These restrictions will be enforced in all situations.
- The UR Tech Store's return policy can be found online at: http://rochester.edu/it/store

*Sales tax is collected on personal purchases delivered in New York state and on all shipping charges. Out of state customers are responsible for knowing and understanding their state's tax laws with regard to purchases made out of state.